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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present invention relates to a protective helmet for sporting use, in particular for use while skiing, having the features set out in the preamble of the main claim 1.

Technological background

[0002] In the specific technical field of protective helmets for sporting use, and in particular for use while skiing, there is a need to construct helmet structures which are suitable for ensuring, besides comfort and adaptability of fitting, a high capacity for absorption of the energy resulting from an impact generated by the forces of a collision.

[0003] In general, an adequate rigidity of the cap, which is suitable for counteracting and distributing the stresses of the collision, has to be provided with appropriate deformability of the structure suitable for maximising the absorption of energy of a collision. On the basis of those prerogatives, conventional protective helmet structures constitute an adequate compromise between the various requirements set out.

[0004] There are further known protective helmet structures in which there is produced an external cap-like structure which is separate from an internal cap-like structure and in which there are provided one or more layers of suitable material which are interposed between the two cap-like structures indicated, which is/are required to absorb the impact energy by means of suitable deformation.


Statement of invention

[0006] An object of the invention is to provide a protective helmet which is suitable for improving the helmet structures of the known solutions, and which is in particular structurally and functionally configured to ensure a high level of adaptability of fitting and improving at the same time the protective capacity, resulting in a high capacity for absorption of the collision forces, not only when those forces are directed to be substantially perpendicular to the surfaces of the helmet but also when the collision force has a component in the direction tangential to the surface of the helmet, in the region of the contact location with the obstacle or the impact surface.

[0007] This object and other objects are achieved by the invention by means of a protective helmet for sporting use, constructed in accordance with the appended claims.

Preferred embodiments of the invention

[0008] Other features and advantages of the invention will be better appreciated from the following detailed description of a preferred embodiment thereof which is illustrated by way of non-limiting example with reference to the appended drawings in which:

- Figure 1 is a perspective view of a helmet constructed according to the invention,
- Figure 2 is another partial perspective view of the helmet of Figure 1,
- Figures 3 and 4 are perspective views of a first detail of the helmet of the preceding Figures,
- Figure 5 is a perspective view of a second detail of the helmet of the preceding Figures,
- Figure 6 is a schematic cross-section, drawn to an enlarged scale, of a specific detail of the detail of Figures 3 and 4,
- Figures 7 and 8 are longitudinal sections of the detail of Figure 6,
- Figure 9 is a perspective view of another detail of the helmet according to the invention in a construction step thereof.

Preferred embodiments of the invention

[0009] With reference to the cited Figures, there is generally designated 1 a protective helmet for sporting use, in particular for use while skiing, which is produced in accordance with the present invention.

[0010] The helmet comprises an external cap-like structure 2 and an internal cap-like structure 3, the internal structure being inserted in the external structure and being capable of delimiting a cavity 4 which is open towards the outer side in order to receive the head of the user.

[0011] The internal cap 3 comprises a plurality of portions 5a, 5b which are preferably of an expanded material and which are constructed to be structurally independent of each other and which are mutually interconnected with limited relative mobility between contiguous portions, as will be set out more clearly below. The internal cap-like structure is therefore configured to be received in the cavity of the external cap and to be secured thereto.

[0012] There is interposed between the external cap-like structure and internal cap-like structure a device for absorbing energy as a result of forces of impacts on the helmet, which device is generally designated 6. The helmet further comprises one or more internal padding elements which are designated 7 and which are conventional per se and intended to be applied to the internal surface of the internal cap-like structure 3, which is directed into the cavity 4, so as to be in direct contact with the head of the user with the helmet on.

[0013] There are designated 8 ear protection structures which extend below so as to extend the cap-like structures 2, 3, while a system of straps for retaining the
9, the system including suitable means for adjusting the straps.

[0014] Figure 4 shows the internal cap-like structure which is defined by the portions 5a, 5b of expanded material. Those portions are produced in the manner of plates having such a form as to define, when they are arranged one contiguous to the other, the overall formation of the internal cap.

[0015] A preferred configuration provides, in the cap-like structure 3 assembled, for a first central cap portion or plate 5a which is arranged in an upper position and a plurality of cap portions or plates 5b which extend in a crown-like manner around the first portion in order to extend therefrom as far as a lower edge 5c of the helmet.

[0016] The internal cap portions are interconnected and retained relative to each other by means of a fabric structure 10 which extends and is secured to the upper convex surfaces of the internal cap portions. The fabric structure 10 can be formed by a plurality of fabric portions which cover the internal cap and follow the general convex form of the cap itself, in order to maintain the cap portions or plates in the preselected configuration. Preferably, the fabric structure is perforated and there is advantageously selected, for example, a web-like fabric.

[0017] The internal cap portions are interconnected by the web-like fabric in a configuration in which the portions are contiguous and in a mutually spaced-apart relationship. Therefore, there is provision for empty spaces to remain defined between each pair of mutually contiguous plates 5b of the crown and between each of the plates 5b of the crown and the central/upper plate 5a. In other words, the respective edges or rims of the plates 5a, 5b are not in contact with each other. The object of this configuration is to allow where necessary a given relative mobility of each portion or plate with respect to those adjacent, in particular under two specific conditions. A first condition relates to the fitting of the helmet, in which the relative mobility of the plates allows the helmet to be self-adjusting within specific limits relative to the head of the user, allowing increased fitting comfort. The second condition is the one in which a potential collision is identified, for example, during a fall or during impact against an obstacle. In this case, the deformation of the internal cap-like structure contributes to absorbing the impact, reducing the effects on the structure of the helmet and therefore the head of the user.

[0018] The spacing which separates the edge of each plate 5a, 5b from the perimeter edge of the adjacent plates is selected so as to allow a good range of relative movement between the plates. Preferably, there is provision for each plate no longer to have contact with one or more adjacent plates, even in the case of great deformation. Therefore, it involves a spacing provided between plates in the order of a few millimetres.

[0019] The web-like fabric may be, for example, applied to the portions or plates 5a, 5b by means of a co-injection-moulding process. It is possible, for example, for there to be provided a mould for forming the plates of expanded material (for example, of polystyrene or polypropylene), inside which there is positioned the web (or the portions of the web), before the injection of the material. By the injection and expansion of the material of the plates then being carried out, the fixed joining between the web and plates is obtained.

[0020] Alternatively, it is possible to carry out the forming of the various portions or plates of the internal cap, including separately from each other, and to subsequently join the web or the web portions with the various plates, by means of an adhesive bonding with a suitable adhesive.

[0021] The web-like fabric structure 10 has a suitable flexibility in order to be capable of being adapted to the curves of the mould of the portions of internal cap, as well as to allow any relative movements of the plates. It is therefore provided to be flexible and easy to bend, in addition to being resistant to ripping.

[0022] The web-like structure, which is distinguished by a network of through-holes, in addition to making the fabric suitably deformable, has the advantage of making the ventilation of the helmet easier. The internal cap-like structure in fact allows adequate ventilation of the interior of the helmet by means of the empty spaces provided between the various portions or plates 5a, 5b.

[0023] The air internal with respect to the helmet can in fact find an outlet through those openings, in the region of which there are located portions of web which, as described, have a "perforated" structure, and therefore allow the passage of air. In addition, there may be provided additional through-openings 11 through the various plates, for the purpose of increasing the rate of flow of air. Again with regard to the device 6 for absorbing impact energy, it comprises one or more resiliently flexible members 12, each of which includes a plate-like portion 12a having a transverse thickness 13 which is defined between a pair of opposing surfaces 13a, 13b. Each member 12 further comprises a plurality of reliefs 14 which project upwards in the same direction from the surface 13b of the portion 12a, which have a tapering formation in the direction of the respective free end 14a, in the direction away from the portion 12a.

[0024] On the member 12, the reliefs 14 are preferably provided with an identical formation, with a geometrically regular and repetitive form. A preferred selection provides for the reliefs to have a frustoconical formation.

[0025] Each member 12, in which the portion 12a and the reliefs 14 are advantageously formed in one piece, is constructed from a material which is characterized by a high capacity for absorption of impacts, that is to say, damping of the acceleration at the time of impact.

[0026] Preferably, the material mentioned above is flexible in a resilient or viscoelastic manner, or in any case readily deformable, so that it is possible to produce members 12 initially with a substantially planar extent. It is thereby possible to apply them to the convex upper surfaces of the internal cap 3, using the resilience of the
material, and causing the members 12 to follow the curvature of the portions or plates 5a, 5b, while being adapted thereto at each location.

[0027] The surface 13a, which is preferably smooth, is intended to be positioned in contact with the external surfaces of the internal cap portions. During application of the member 12, there is provision for the frustoconical reliefs 14 to be positioned with the upper free ends 14a thereof directed towards the internal surface 2a of the external cap 2, and in direct contact therewith.

[0028] Each member 12 of the device 6 is advantageously fixedly joined to the external cap-like structure 2 in the region of the free ends 14a of the reliefs 14 and with the internal cap-like structure 3 in the region of the surface 13a.

[0029] The function of the reliefs 14 is to absorb the impact energy during any impact, being effective in three different possible conditions, in a first condition with impact force directed precisely along the perpendicular relative to the surface of the helmet, that is to say, ideally directed towards the centre of gravity of the head of the user, in a second condition with an impact force which is "tangential", that is to say, with an impact force having a direction tangent or "sliding" relative to the same surface, and in a third condition with an impact force resulting from the combination of the two preceding conditions.

[0030] In other words, the force in the third condition is applied with a given angulation with respect to the perpendicular to the surface of the helmet.

[0031] In the first condition, the reliefs 14 deploy their impact absorption capacity by means of a simple deformation along the axis of longitudinal extent thereof, therefore being subjected to compression stress.

[0032] In the second condition, the reliefs 14 deploy their impact absorption capacity by means of a deformation in a transverse direction relative to the longitudinal axis thereof (for example, by means of flexion). In this case, in fact, the impact force brings about an urging or cutting force on the relief. In this condition, it should be noted how, as a result of the frustoconical form, each relief 14 is capable of becoming deformed in any transverse direction with respect to the individual axis thereof.

[0033] With regard to the third condition, it is considered that with each relief 14 being able to be deformed at the same time in the transverse direction and in the longitudinal direction, it is capable of being effective during absorption of the impact, even in the case of forces with a component perpendicular to the helmet, and a component in the transverse direction in any direction.

[0034] In a definitive manner, each relief 14 is effective in the absorption of the impact within a range of directions equal to 360° in the plane tangent to the surface of the helmet at any location of impact with respect to the helmet, and 180° in any plane which extends through the perpendicular at that location. As a result of the provision of the device 6, the helmet is capable of providing not only a great reduction of the translational acceleration, which can be measured at the centre of gravity of the head of the user, but also a great reduction of the rotational acceleration brought about in the head, in the event of impact with forces having a component which is also tangential.

[0035] With regard to the materials which can be used for constructing the member 12, an example is constituted by microcellular expanded materials or microcellular foams, preferably of the open-celled type, which are more or less flexible or resilient, and which are also available in versions which are suitably formulated to be particularly effective for the absorption of the impacts. Another example is constituted by so-called expanded rubbers, also referred to as "foam rubbers", which are also available in versions which are suitably formulated to be particularly effective for the absorption of the impacts. The expanded rubbers are also substantially constituted by "cellular" or "porous" materials but more often have cells of the closed type.

[0036] In particular, expanded microcellular materials based on polyurethane are very suitable for the purpose. However, a type of expanded rubbers which can be used in an effective manner is the type of the expanded nitrile rubbers, for example, so-called vinyl/nitrile foams.

[0037] Another example of a material which can be used is that of foams based on EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate polymer).

[0038] With regard to the technological processes for producing the members 12 for absorption of the impact energy, they depend on the type of material preselected. For example, in the case of an expanded polyurethane material, it is possible to produce the members 12 by means of an injection/expansion process inside suitable moulds.

[0039] In the case of a vinyl-nitrile foam, however, it is possible to obtain the members 12 by means of a hot moulding process (forming with compression), which is carried out on semi-finished components having a simpler form (planar pieces with a constant thickness), obtained beforehand with an injection/expansion process in a suitable mould. It is also possible in the case of the EVA-based foams to use a hot moulding process which is carried out on planar semi-finished components which are previously moulded with the injection/expansion process.

[0040] It may be noted that many, if not the majority, of the materials characterized by good or optimum capacity of impact reduction, from the mechanical point of view, have so-called viscoelastic material properties to a greater or lesser extent. Other materials are characterized by having substantially resilient properties. Other types of materials have a combination of resilient and viscoelastic properties, with one or other being prevalent on the basis of the formulation or composition of the material.

[0041] Even if the device described here may also be constructed from resilient material, it is preferable to use materials of the viscoelastic or at least partially viscoelastic type given that potentially those two second types
of material provide a greater capacity for absorption of the impact, understood to be a reduction of the acceleration peak at the time of impact, with respect to completely resilient materials.

[0042] Preferably, the elements 12 are produced in the form of planar members which are then adapted to the curved surfaces by the internal cap of the helmet, as a result of the ease of bending thereof.

[0043] The elements 12 are fixed to the portions or plates of the internal cap 3, preferably by means of adhesive bonding.

[0044] It is possible for a single member 12 of the device 6 to extend so as to partially cover two or more internal cap portions which are contiguous to each other, or alternatively there is provision for a single member 12 to be applied to a single portion.

[0045] Particularly if there are provided one or more members 12 which each extend in a plurality of contiguous internal cap portions, it is possible for ease of construction to choose to fix the member 12 above the web-like structure which covers the cap portions. In this case, the adhesive is applied directly to the web, through the holes or openings of which it tends to flow in any case, reaching the free portions of the external surface of the internal cap portion, that is to say, the portions placed in the region of the openings of the web itself.

[0046] In that manner, the bonding will involve at the same time the cap portion, the web-like structure and the impact absorption member 12, serving to locally join together the three separate components.

[0047] There is also provision for one or more of the members 12 to be provided with one or more through-openings 15 for the ventilation of the helmet. In that case, the openings 15 are located in the region of the same number of through-openings 11 which are formed in the plates of the internal cap, with the web-like fabric 10 as the single member for covering the openings. It may be noted how the web-like configuration is suitable for the passage of air, and therefore for perspiration during use of the helmet.

[0048] If a member 12 of the impact absorption device extends over a plurality of internal cap portions, it still allows a freedom of movement of each portion with respect to the contiguous portion, as a result of the deformability of the material from which the member 12 is formed.

[0049] Preferably, the upper convex surfaces of the portions or plates of the internal cap 3 have some zones 16 having a reduced thickness, with contours which are substantially equal to those of corresponding elements 12. Those zones constitute seats for receiving and applying the same members 12. The depth of the seats 16 is in any case selected to be less than the total height or thickness of the members 12, in such a manner that the frustoconical reliefs 14 project above the seats 16 in any case.

[0050] The plurality of reliefs 14 of each member 12 can be advantageously produced in an orderly manner, for example, by providing a configuration with a succession of rows of reliefs which are parallel and spaced apart in a preselected direction, and in which the reliefs of each row are mutually spaced apart with regular pitch. It is further possible to provide for the rows of a row to be offset with respect to the reliefs of an adjacent row, in the transverse direction relative to the extent of the rows (Figure 3), that configuration generating a tissue of cross-like channels (defined between the spaces produced between the rows of reliefs), which facilitate general ventilation of the helmet.

[0051] Again with reference to the external cap-like structure 2, it contributes in a manner conventional per se to the at least partial absorption of the impact at the time of impact and further ensures protection from sharpened objects and from abrasion in the event of sliding over roughened surfaces.

[0052] According to the invention the external cap-like structure has a given degree of flexibility or resilient deformability, so as to allow the mobility of the portions or plates of the internal cap 3.

[0053] The external cap 2 can advantageously be produced from a plastics material ABS, which is obtained with a thickness so as to be sufficiently resilient.

[0054] It may be noted how the impact absorption members 12 constitute a type of spacer for the external cap, with respect to the internal cap. Preferably, there is provision for the whole of the elements 12 not to cover the whole of the total external surface of the internal cap 3. In that manner, there are produced channels or corridors, that is to say, empty spaces which are interposed between the external cap and the internal cap, which are confined at the perimeter between the various member portions 12.

[0055] Those corridors are in communication with the spaces which separate the various internal cap portions or plates 3 and optionally also with the openings 11 which are formed in the internal cap. The corridors therefore act as channels for the flow of air necessary for the ventilation of the helmet, which flow is particularly effective when the user is moving.

[0056] In that condition, the air which is introduced into the front zone of the helmet, through suitable front openings which communicate with the above-mentioned internal corridors, flows in the front/back direction in the intermediate space between the caps 2, 3, in order then to be discharged from the helmet through openings which are formed in the rear zone. The front openings and the rear openings can be constituted simply by spaces between the internal cap and external cap, which are open at the front edge and at the rear edge of the helmet, respectively.

[0057] During flow in the front/back direction, the air being drawn in tends to engulf the air which is located in the openings of the internal cap (formed both as through-openings over the thickness and as spaces between one plate and another), that is to say, the air which is located near the head of the user, and which will therefore contain
The volumes of air extracted from the openings of the internal cap are also discharged through the openings of the helmet formed in the rear zone.

There is therefore obtained a continuous exchange of air, by means of extraction of the air containing the perspiration of the head, and the replacement with new “fresh” air. The external cap 2 may also have some through-openings 18, still for the purpose of ventilation. Those openings 18 may be located in the region of the openings provided in the internal cap or may simply be located in the region of the corridors formed in the intermediate space between the two caps.

With regard to the assembly of the external cap 2 on the remainder of the structure of the helmet, there is provision for the fixing of the internal surface 2a of the external cap to the upper free ends 14a of the reliefs 14 of the corresponding member 12. In particular, there is provision for the fixing between the external cap 2 and members 12 by means of adhesive bonding with an adhesive applied between the surfaces of the upper ends 14a of the reliefs 14, and corresponding zones of the surface 2a of the external cap 2.

In fact, with the external cap 2 being fixedly joined to the ends 14a of the reliefs 14, in the event of an impact force with a sliding component, the external cap 2 is what transmits the transverse stress to the reliefs 14, causing it to become deformed (also) in a transverse manner and, therefore, to carry out its own function of absorption of the energy of the impact forces. The invention thereby achieves the objects set out and affords the advantages set out with respect to the known solutions.

In particular, with the invention there are advantageously obtained, and in combination with each other, a high level of adaptability of fitting and a high level of capacity of absorption of impact forces, including in the case of impact force with a component in the direction tangent to the surface of the helmet. The above-mentioned prerogatives are further obtained in the helmet according to the invention without involving an increase in the total thickness of the helmet, and therefore without an increase in the external volume thereof.

As a result of the high capacity of absorption of the impact provided by the impact absorption device according to the invention, it is in fact possible to use an internal cap of expanded material which is characterized by a lower thickness with respect to the thickness of the internal cap which is typical of conventional helmets.

This is a result of the fact that the contribution to the impact absorption which can be assigned to the device interposed between the caps in fact compensates for the reduction of the contribution to the absorption corresponding to the reduction of thickness of the cap of expanded material. Another advantage is connected with the fact that, as a result of the tapered formation (in particular frustoconical) of the reliefs which form the impact absorption device, there is a reduction in the total surface involved in the securing action (bonding) of the reliefs with respect to the external cap, reducing at the same time the effect of imprecision during connection between the upper end of each relief and the corresponding surface portion of the external cap on which it has to be secured.

In fact, it is considered that, in the hypothesis of constructing reliefs with a cylindrical form, that is to say, with a constant diameter, in the adhesion zones between the upper end of the single relief and the corresponding external cap portion, there would be contact between a planar surface (the surface of the relief) and a curved surface (the cap portion). The connection between the two surfaces would not therefore be at an optimum, with non-ideal conditions of bonding and consequently a risk of great limitations with respect to the durability or efficiency of the bonding itself.

A possible solution would be the construction of reliefs with ends which are dome-like or rounded or in any case characterized by a curved surface, so as to be adapted to the curvature of the surface of the external cap.

However, it is necessary to consider that typically the external cap and also the internal cap of a protective helmet do not have a curvature which is equal at every location, having to be adapted to the head of a human being, which by its nature has different curvatures in the region of different respective zones.

Consequently, in that hypothesis it would be necessary to form each single relief so that the end thereof has the same curvature as the corresponding cap portion, that is to say, it would be necessary to differentiate the forms of the ends of the various reliefs. However, this would be a complex operation and therefore expensive, given that in the helmet there could be found a considerable number of portions characterized by curvatures which are also substantially different from each other.

Instead selecting a single tapered form for each relief, it is possible for the free end of each single relief to have a reduced diameter and therefore a final surface which is contained, although it is still planar. There corresponds to a planar surface of reduced area a reduction of the importance of the imprecision of the connection thereof to the curved surface of the corresponding portion of surface of the external cap.

All the reliefs being provided with a single tapered form, it is therefore possible to simplify the production process of the members of the device 6, thereby maintaining it at a technically and economically comparable level, further obtaining minimising of the imprecision of connection during contact between each relief and the corresponding external cap portion and therefore the imprecision of the relevant bonding.

Claims

1. A protective helmet for sporting use, in particular for use while skiing, comprising:
A helmet according to one or more of claims 1 to 4,
- an external cap-like structure (2) of a resiliently flexible material,
- an internal cap-like structure (3) which is received in the external cap-like structure and which comprises a plurality of cap portions (5a, 5b) of expanded material which are structurally independent of each other and which are mutually interconnected with limited relative mobility between contiguous portions, the internal cap-like structure (3) delimiting a cavity (4) which is open towards the outer side and which is capable of receiving the head of the user,
- at least one device (6) for absorbing energy as a result of forces of impacts on the helmet, which device is interposed between the internal cap-like structure (3) and external cap-like structure (2), whereby the device (6) comprises at least one flexible member (12) which includes a plate-like portion (12a) having a transverse thickness (13) which is defined between a pair of opposing surfaces (13a, 13b) and a plurality of reliefs (14) which project in the same direction from one of the surfaces (13a, 13b), and the reliefs (14) extend with a tapering formation in the direction of the free end (14a) thereof, in the direction away from the portion (12a), characterized in that the at least one member (12) is fixedly joined to the external cap-like structure (2) in the region of the respective free ends (14a) of the reliefs (14) and the internal cap-like structure (3) in the region of the surface (13a) of the opposite portion (12a) to the portion which has the reliefs (14).

2. A helmet according to claim 1, wherein the reliefs (14) have a frustoconical formation.

3. A helmet according to claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the plurality of reliefs (14) are arranged on the at least one member (12) with rows of reliefs (14) which are spaced apart from each other in a predetermined direction, and wherein the reliefs (14) of each row are mutually spaced apart with regular pitch.

4. A helmet according to claim 3, wherein the reliefs (14) of a row are staggered with respect to the reliefs (14) of a row adjacent to it.

5. A helmet according to one or more of the preceding claims, wherein the flexible member (12) is produced from an expanded rubber.

6. A helmet according to claim 5, wherein the material of the member (12) is an expanded rubber based on polyurethane, or nitrile or based on EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate polymer).

7. A helmet according to one or more of claims 1 to 4, wherein the member (12) is produced from a microcellular expanded material, preferably of the open-celled type.

8. A helmet according to claim 7, wherein the microcellular expanded material is based on polyurethane.

9. A helmet according to one or more of the preceding claims, wherein the at least one flexible member (12) is produced with injection/expansion processes inside suitable moulds or with hot moulding processes.

10. A helmet according to one or more of the preceding claims, wherein the respective free ends (14a) of the reliefs (14) are secured to a surface (2a) of the external cap-like structure (2) facing it, by means of adhesive bonding.

11. A helmet according to one or more of the preceding claims, wherein the plate-like portion (12a) of the at least one flexible member (12) is secured to the internal cap-like structure (3) by means of adhesive bonding.

12. A helmet according to one or more of the preceding claims, wherein the internal cap portions (5a, 5b) are retained relative to each other by a fabric structure (10) in a mutually spaced-apart position in order to enclose the head of the user with limited relative mobility.

13. A helmet according to claim 12, wherein the fabric structure (10) comprises a web-like fabric.

14. A helmet according to claim 13, wherein the web-like fabric is positioned on respective surfaces of the internal portions (5a, 5b) of the cap (3) which are directed towards the external cap (2) and are secured to the surfaces so as to maintain each internal cap portion at a predetermined distance from the internal cap portion which is contiguous thereto.

15. A helmet according to claim 14, wherein the web-like fabric is secured to the cap portions (5a, 5b) by means of a co-injection-moulding process.

16. A helmet according to one or more of the preceding claims, wherein the internal cap-like structure (3) comprises a first upper central cap portion (5a) and a plurality of cap portions (5b) which extend in a crown-like manner around the first portion (5a) as far as a location at a lower edge (5c) of the helmet.

17. A helmet according to claim 14, wherein there are provided on the surfaces of the internal cap portions (3) which are directed towards the external cap (2) recessed portions which define seats (16) for at least partially receiving the plate-like portion (12a) of a re-
spective flexible member (12) of the impact absorption device.

18. A helmet according to one or more of the preceding claims, wherein the at least one member (12) is flexible in a resilient or viscoelastic manner.

**Patentansprüche**

1. Schutzhelm für sportliche Zwecke, insbesondere zur Verwendung beim Skifahren, umfassend:
   - eine äußere kappenartige Struktur (2) aus einem elastisch flexiblen Material,
   - eine innere kappenartige Struktur (3), die in der äußeren kappenartigen Struktur aufgenommen ist und die eine Vielzahl von Kappenabschnitten (5a, 5b) aus expandiertem Material aufweist, die strukturell unabhängig voneinander sind und die mit begrenzter relativer Mobilität zwischen benachbarten Teilen miteinander verbunden sind, wobei die innere kappenartige Struktur (3) einen Hohlraum (4) begrenzt, der zur Außenseite hin offen ist und den Kopf des Benutzers aufnehmen kann,
   - zumindest eine Vorrichtung (6) zum Absorbieren von Energie infolge von Aufprallkräften auf den Helm, wobei die Vorrichtung zwischen der inneren kappenartigen Struktur (3) und der äußeren kappenartigen Struktur (2) angeordnet ist, wobei die Vorrichtung (6) zumindest ein flexibles Element (12) umfasst, das einen plattenartigen Abschnitt (12a) mit einer Querdicke umfasst, die zwischen einem Paar gegenüberliegender Oberflächen (13a, 13b) und einer Mehrzahl von Reliefs (14) definiert ist, die von einer der Oberflächen (13a, 13b) in die gleiche Richtung vorragen, und die Reliefs (14) sich mit einer sich verjüngenden Ausbildung in die Richtung ihres freien Endes (14a) in der Richtung vom Abschnitt (12a) weg erstrecken,

**dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** das mindestens eine Element (12) mit der äußeren kappenartigen Struktur (2) im Bereich der jeweiligen freien Enden (14a) der Reliefs (14) und der inneren kappenartigen Struktur (3) im Bereich der Oberfläche (13a) des gegenüberliegenden Abschnitts (12a) bis zum Abschnitt, der die Reliefs aufweist, fest verbunden ist.

2. Helm nach Anspruch 1, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** die Reliefs (14) kegelstumpfförmig ausgebildet sind.

3. Helm nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Mehrzahl der Reliefs (14) an dem zumindest einen Element (12) mit Reihen von Reliefs (14) angeordnet sind, die in einer vorbestimmten Richtung voneinander beabstandet sind, und wobei die Reliefs (14) jeder Reihe mit regelmäßigem Abstand voneinander beabstandet sind.

4. Helm nach Anspruch 3, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass** die Reliefs (14) einer Reihe in Bezug auf die Reliefs (14) einer benachbarten Reihe gestaffelt angeordnet sind.

5. Helm nach einem oder mehreren der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das flexible Element (12) aus Schaumgummi hergestellt ist.

6. Helm nach Anspruch 5, wobei das Material des Elements (12) ein Schaumgummi auf Polyurethan- oder Nitrilbasis, oder auf EVA-Basis (EthilenVinylacetat-Polymer) ist.

7. Helm nach einem oder mehreren der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei das Element (12) aus einem mikrozellularen expandierten Material, vorzugsweise vom offenzelligen Typ, hergestellt ist.

8. Helm nach Anspruch 7, wobei das mikrozelluläre expandierte Material auf Polyurethan basiert.

9. Helm nach einem oder mehreren der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das zumindest eine flexible Element (12) mit Spritz-/Expansionsverfahren in geeigneten Formen oder mit Heißformverfahren hergestellt ist.

10. Helm nach einem oder mehreren der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die jeweiligen freien Enden (14a) der Reliefs (14) an einer ihm zugewandten Oberfläche (2a) der äußeren kappenartigen Struktur (2), mittels Kleben befestigt sind.

11. Helm nach einem oder mehreren der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der plattenartige Abschnitt (12a) des zumindest einen flexiblen Elements (12) an der inneren kappenartigen Struktur (3) mittels Kleben befestigt ist.

12. Helm nach einem oder mehreren der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die inneren Kappenabschnitte (5a, 5b) durch eine Gewebestruktur (10) in einer voneinander beabstandeten Position relativ zueinander gehalten werden, um den Kopf des Benutzers mit eingeschränkter relativer Mobilität zu umschließen.

13. Helm nach Anspruch 12, wobei die Gewebestruktur (10) ein bahnförmiges Gewebe aufweist.

14. Helm nach Anspruch 13, wobei das bahnförmige Gewebe auf jeweiligen Oberflächen der Innenabschnitt-
te (5a, 5b) der Kappe (3) positioniert ist, die zur Au-
ßenkappe (2) gerichtet sind, und an den Oberflächen
befestigt sind, um jeden inneren Kappenabschnitt in
vorbestimmtem Abstand vom daran angrenzenden
inneren Kappenabschnitt zu halten.

15. Helm nach Anspruch 14, wobei das bahnförmige Ge-
webe mittels eines Co-Spritzgussverfahrens an den
Kappenabschnitten (5a, 5b) befestigt ist.

16. Helm nach einem oder mehreren der vorhergehen-
den Ansprüche, wobei die innere kappenartige
Struktur (3) einen ersten oberen mittleren Kappen-
abschnitt (5a) und eine Vielzahl von Kappenab-
schnitten (5b) aufweist, die sich kronenartig um den
ersten Abschnitt (5a) herum bis zu einer Stelle an
einem unteren Rand (5c) des Helms erstrecken.

17. Helm nach Anspruch 14, wobei auf den Oberflächen
der inneren Kappenabschnitte (3), die zur äußeren
Kappe (2) gerichtet sind, ausgesparte Teile vorge-
sehen sind, die Sitze (16) zum zumindest teilweisen
Aufnehmen des plattenartigen Abschnitts (12a) ei-
nen jeweiligen flexiblen Elements (12) der Aufprall-
absorptionsvorrichtung definieren.

18. Helm nach Anspruch 14, wobei das zumindest eine Element
(12) elastisch oder viskoelastisch flexibel ist.

Revendications

1. Casque de protection à usage sportif, en particulier à utiliser lors de la pratique du ski, comprenant :

- une structure de type capuchon externe (2) d’un matériau flexible élastiquement,
- une structure de type capuchon interne (3) qui est reçue dans la structure de type capuchon externe et qui comprend une pluralité de portions (5a, 5b) de capuchon de matériau expansé qui sont structurellement indépendantes les unes des autres et qui sont mutuellement inter-
connectées avec une mobilité relative limitée entre des portions contiguës, la structure de type capuchon interne (3) délimitant une cavité (4) qui est ouverte vers le côté extérieur et qui est apte à recevoir la tête de l’utilisateur,
- au moins un dispositif (6) pour l’absorption d’énergie en raison des forces d’impacts sur le casque, lequel dispositif est interposé entre la structure de type capuchon interne (3) et la structure de type capuchon externe (2), moyennant quoi le dispositif (6) comprend au moins un élément (12) flexible qui inclut une por-
tion (12a) de type plaque présentant une épais-
seur transversale (13) qui est définie entre une

2. Casque selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les re-
liefs (14) présentent une formation tronconique.

3. Casque selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication
2, dans lequel la pluralité de reliefs (14) est agencée
sur l’au moins un élément (12) avec des rangées de
reliefs (14) qui sont espacées les unes des autres
dans une direction prédéterminée, et dans lequel les
reliefs (14) de chaque rangée sont mutuellement es-
pacés avec un écartement régulier.

4. Casque selon la revendication 3, dans lequel les re-
liefs (14) d’une rangée sont échelonnés par rapport
aux reliefs (14) d’une rangée adjacente à celle-ci.

5. Casque selon l’une ou plusieurs quelconques des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel l’élément
(12) flexible est produit en un caoutchouc expansé.

6. Casque selon la revendication 5, dans lequel le ma-
tériau de l’élément (12) est un caoutchouc expansé
à base de polyuréthane, ou nitrile ou à base d’EVA
(polymère d’acétate de vinyle d’éthylène).

7. Casque selon l’une ou plusieurs quelconques des
revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel l’élément (12) est produit en un matériau expansé microcellulaire, de
préférence du type à alvéoles ouverts.

8. Casque selon la revendication 7, dans lequel le ma-
tériau expansé microcellulaire est à base de polyu-
réthane.

9. Casque selon l’une ou plusieurs quelconques des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel l’au moins un élément (12) flexible est produit avec des proces-
sus d’injection/d’expansion à l’intérieur de moules
adaptés ou avec des processus de moulage à
chaud.

10. Casque selon l’une ou plusieurs quelconques des
revendications précédentes, dans lequel les extré-
mités libres (14a) respectives des reliefs (14) sont fixées à une surface (2a) de la structure de type capuchon externe (2) lui faisant face, par liaison adhésive.

11. Casque selon l’une ou plusieurs quelconques des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la portion (12a) de type plaque de l’au moins un élément (12) flexible est fixée à la structure de type capuchon interne (3) par liaison adhésive.

12. Casque selon l’une ou plusieurs quelconques des revendications précédentes, dans lequel les portions (5a, 5b) de capuchon interne sont retenues l’une par rapport à l’autre par une structure de tissu (10) dans une position mutuellement espacée afin d’enfermer la tête de l’utilisateur avec une mobilité relative limitée.

13. Casque selon la revendication 12, dans lequel la structure de tissu (10) comprend un tissu de type toile.

14. Casque selon la revendication 13, dans lequel le tissu de type toile est positionné sur des surfaces respectives des portions (5a, 5b) internes du capuchon (3) qui sont dirigées vers le capuchon externe (2) et est fixé aux surfaces de sorte à maintenir chaque portion de capuchon interne à une distance prédéterminée de la portion de capuchon interne qui est contiguë à celle-ci.

15. Casque selon la revendication 14, dans lequel le tissu de type toile est fixé aux portions (5a, 5b) de capuchon au moyen d’un processus de moulage par co-injection.

16. Casque selon l’une ou plusieurs quelconques des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la structure de type capuchon interne (3) comprend une première portion (5a) de capuchon centrale supérieure et une pluralité de portions (5b) de capuchon qui s’étendent de manière similaire à une couronne autour de la première portion (5a) jusqu’à un emplacement sur une arête inférieure (5c) du casque.

17. Casque selon la revendication 14, dans lequel il est prévu sur les surfaces des portions de capuchon interne (3) qui sont dirigées vers le capuchon externe (2), des portions évidées qui définissent des sièges (16) pour la réception au moins partielle de la portion (12a) de type plaque d’un élément (12) flexible respectif du dispositif d’absorption d’impact.

18. Casque selon l’une ou plusieurs quelconques des revendications précédentes, dans lequel l’au moins un élément (12) est flexible de manière élastique ou viscoélastique.
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